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For surely it is extraordinary that
Blair, a man abhorred by millions of the
British, like the anti war and pro-hunt
camp should have been re-elected. There
is something very fishy about it all.
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We have come a long way since it was realized that whoever controls the
media in any country controls most minds in that country. Today, TV the
most powerful mass drug in history exerts more power and influence over
the mass mind than any king or despot in history. Its long arm reaches
into almost every home in the land and people spend hours every day of
every year glued to the little screen.
By a process of gradualism people have been led to accept sodomy,
lesbianism, miscegenation, sadism, gratuitous violence, profanity and
perversion by the bucket full. Screaming, yelling and gyrating goons with
about as much musical talent as monkeys in a cage, entertain and captivate most of the younger generation. While their parents watch the latest
saga of Eastenders or Emmerdale with everyone jumping in and out of
bed with everyone else. While Sky promotes scantily clad tarts, trolls and
strumpets who wriggle around to the requests of viewers.
Sky History is even more entertaining with regular ‘Hitler bashing programmes’ demonstrating to us all that Hitler was a sadistic sexual deviant, a megalomaniac, a power crazed monster bent on conquering the
world. Sky's version of history, especially the history of WW2 is a
fallacious fabrication --- more fiction than fact. All of this and more is
transparently clear to any thinking person with a modicum of sense.
In 1985 Jack Bernstein, an Ashkenazi Jew born in America who immigrated to Israel in 1969 wrote in his little book `The life of an American
Jew in Racist Marxist Israel'
“The Jewish population (The Zionists) have gained a position of
political and economic dominance in the USA. Communist policies
come not from Moscow, but from New York City. What is important
is the fact that there is a close tie between the Zionist Bolshevik Jews
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in New York and the Zionist Jews in Moscow, and extending to
include the Zionist Bolshevik Jews who dominate Israel's government.
Communism would not have gotten started and most problems faced
by Americans would not have developed if the news media had kept
American people informed of the actions of the Zionist/Bolsheviks.
However, before they began their acts of subversion in America, they
gained control of the major Newspapers and especially the News
Services that supply National and International News to the smaller
Daily Newspapers. Since they controlled, and still control, the major
News Media outlets, including Radio and Television, they have been
able to distort or omit the truth about their subversive acts.”
Informed people also know that subliminal messages and images --especially in material originating in Hollywood have also been used to
help fashion and shape the mindset and thinking of the masses to alter
behaviour in the direction that the manipulators want. These subliminal
messages at 1/25th a second exposure were flashed onto the screen in
cinemas and the TV tube. These images do not register on the conscious
brain, but the subconscious sees it very well. To the mind controllers the
great drawback to this method was it could be detected by playing the
film at a very slow speed. Or in the case of subliminal messages in pop
music, playing the audio tape in reverse. Now all this has changed....
According to material now going out on the Internet they have perfected
a highly sophisticated and extremely potent form of mind control using
the big and little screens which is undetectable. Apparently these are low
light subliminal messages which fall just below the threshold of normal
vision. This new ‘low light’ method represents a new break through
giving the insiders enormous leverage over the thinking, attitudes and
actions of the populace. Exhaustive trials prove that even using the most
advanced ultraviolet analysis the low light images could not be detected
at all, because they were comprised of exactly the same colour spectrum
as the film itself.
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According to this material the Australian Prime Minister John Howard
was re-elected to office because Australians were bombarded with low
light subliminals presenting him as the ‘Great Leader.’ Although their
conscious mind told them that he was `an arrogant fool, and a traitor
under Australian Federal Law' they succumbed to the high intensity
campaign, that he was, as one Australian called him, `the best man for the
job.' Perhaps `bloody bastard barrister Blair' was elected using the same
method? For surely it is extraordinary that Blair, a man abhorred by
millions of the British, like the anti war and pro-hunt camp should have
been re-elected. There is something very fishy about it all. The British
will accept --- that elections in other countries and even America can be
rigged but not in Britain. Well they may certainly be wrong on that score.
Zbigniew Brzezinski, National Security Advisor to Jimmy Carter has let
the cat out of the bag on several crucial issues like their power to control
the weather. On the ability of a chosen elite to influence and control the
mindset of the masses he wrote `In the technotronic society the trend
would seem to be towards the aggregation of the individual support of
millions of uncoordinated citizens, easily within the reach of magnetic
and attractive personalities effectively exploiting the latest communications techniques to manipulate emotions and control reason.'
Notice the key words `MANIPULATE EMOTIONS AND CONTROL
REASON.'
It seems that they have now achieved the means to control the unthinking
sheep who spend hours in front of the little flickering screen. With low
light electronic impulses flashed through their focused pupils onto their
retina and deep into their inner psyche, they can now tell people that
black is white and white is black, that noise is music, filth is enlightenment, multiracialism is wonderful, drugs are fun, degeneracy is liberty
and they will believe it.
In her audio tapes ‘Conquering Confusion' Lorraine Day, MD declared
`Everything on television is a lie, except the weather forecast and even
that is a lie because they control the weather now.’ She cured herself of
terminal cancer by a complete change of diet and prayer.
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Anyone who bothers to research the subject will discover that the version
of all the major events reported by the mass media are blatant and
incorrigible lies. This includes the Kennedy assassination and the plane
crash which killed his son (a bomb was placed on board, Read Charles
Weisman's book on the subject), the Diana `accident.' The Lockerby
plane crash, the murder of Yvonne Fletcher outside the Lybian Embassy.
Oklahoma bombing, 9/11, Arafat's death, Ryongchon (North Korean
blast), Bomb blast in Spain, Beslan school outrage, Iranian earthquake
and train blast, Asian Tsunami (a H. Bomb placed in the Sumatran
deep-sea Trench.) the murder of kidnapped hostages in Iraq, the London
bombings of the 7th of July The list is endless. Very often if you take the
opposite of the official account you will be nearer the truth. Always
remember it is a very old trick to commit some outrage --- the more
horrendous the better --- and saddle your enemy with the blame to
discredit him. The Mossad and CIA both controlled by the same kind of
people are experts at this game.
Onetime News Reader and Reporter Angela Rippon described herself
and others of her ilk as ‘highly paid parrots.’ The only real qualification
needed by the potential News Reader is a reading age of 12 for everything
they are expected to say is flashed onto a screen in front of them, out of
sight of the viewer, and they merely read the message. For the sheer
delight of honouring us with their images Trevor McDonald of ITV News
is paid £600,000 a year, George Alagiah of the BBC £175,000, Jon Snow
of Degeneracy Channel 4 News £350,000. The Money Changers always
pay their creatures whether politicians or media hacks handsomely.
People buy newspapers thinking that they are independent and they are
being informed on important issues. It is a complete delusion. They are
there to form, shape and mould public opinion. Their function is to lie,
twist and distort the news, to overwhelm people with masses of trivia and
sweet nothingness. Recently that paragon of misinformation, tripe, trite
and trivia The Daily Mail published a long article (Aquaholics) knocking
bottled water and exhorting its readers that tap water is so much safer.
Twice I wrote to the paper pointing out that since parliament voted the
Water Bill into Law all our water now contains the deadly rat poison
sodium fluoride so it is, contrary to being safe, highly toxic. Note:
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Recently, declassified documents from America prove conclusively that
damaging facts against fluoride were deliberately suppressed by those
responsible for the atomic bomb project. A Manhattan Project Memorandum of 29th April 1944 states `Clinical evidence suggests that uranium
hexafluoride may have a rather marked central nervous system effect ...It
seems most likely that the F (code for fluoride) component rather than the
T (code for uranium) is the causative factor.'
Studies undertaken by Dr Phyllis Mullenix former head of toxicology at
Forsyth Dental Centre in Boston and her fellow co-workers at Forsyth
revealed some interesting facts about fluoride. The studies carried out in
the early 1990's showed that FLUORIDE WAS A POWERFUL CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TOXIN AND ADVERSELY AFFECTED
HUMAN BRAIN FUNCTIONING EVEN AT LOW DOSES. New
epidemiological evidence supports this finding proving that there is a
correlation BETWEEN LOW-DOSE FLUORIDE EXPOSURE AND
DIMINISHED IQ IN CHILDREN.
NaF is a powerful brain block and lowers intelligence in children. It is a
powerful tool in the hands of despotic government to dumb down whole
populations and make them more easy to control. Your Red Labour
Government has now forced fluoridation on the whole country. This at a
time when most of continental Europe has outlawed it.
Famous in-between wars correspondent of The Times Douglas Reed
gave us the truth about the bought press years ago "Opinion today is a
manufactured product and can be shaped in any form desired" and "The
newspapers are under occult control" i.e. Jewish Zionist control as is
made clear in his book The Controversy of Zion.
"The media in the western democracies is exposed as constituting a lie
machine of greater extent than many more of the independently minded
have perceived" Professor Arthur Butz --- The Hoax of the 20th century.
An in-depth study of the alleged Jewish holocaust.
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Contact us for details of
audio tapes and articles
by:Dr. Wesley A. Swift
Rev. Dr. Bertrand Comparet, A. B., J. D.
Rev. William Gale
Captain K. R. McKilliam

Pastor Don Campbell
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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